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the operating lever 14, said lever carrying
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needle-bar has been completed, and when operating lever so connected with the ruf
the said lever commences its downward fling blade carrier as to impart a forward
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tional forward movement is imparted to the ward movement of said operating lever with
ruffling blade carrier by means of a lever 25 the needle-bar of the machine, and means
fulcrumed on a pin 26 and forked at its for imparting an additional forward move
lower end to embrace the pin 27 by which ment to said rufiling blade during the first
30 the pendulous lever 18 is jointed to the ruf part of the downward movement of said op
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provided at its upper end with a tooth or combination, broadly considered, is the in
cam projection 29 having an abrupt front vention of Emanuel J. Boyler, and is
face, and the operating lever 14 is provided claimed in his application Serial No.
33 near its fulcrum or pivot with a yielding 602,337, filed January 12, 1911, the present
tooth or cam projection 30 having an abrupt invention being an improvement upon the
rear face. The yielding tooth or cam pro ruffler of the said Boyler application.
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on the upper end of the lever 25, said tooth a yielding tooth or cam projection, of a ruf
or cam projection 30 yielding upward fling blade, a rufiling blade carrier, means
against the stress of the coil spring 28, so for imparting a forward movement to said
as to pass by the said tooth or cam projec ruffling blade and its carrier during the up
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and the backward movement thereof is ef ing lever and connected with said ruffling
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In testimony whereof I affix my signa
ture, in presence of two witnesses.
FRED. L. HUMESTON.

Witnesses:

HUBERT M. GREIST,

W. C. GREIST.
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